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The property industry, like any other,
has a need to modernise and evolve.
This is particulary true of the retail sector,
but given that timing is everything it is
frustrating that evolution seems to occur
in compressed cycles with little spread.

Chase & Partners

market overview
The IPD/IPF Conference held in Brighton
on 20 November and 1 December 2006
took as its principle theme the need for
the property industry to manage its risk
effectively given the outlook of a more
uncertain future. This marks the end of
a decade of the conference promoting
rental and capital growth returns
measured favourably against other
investment media.
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Since 1995 the UK economy has been fuelled
by consumer expenditure encouraged by
low interest rates and low inflation coupled
with easy and ever increasingly generous
credit availability. With some pundits arguing
that consumers have nowhere else to go for
further credit lines there are suggestions that
the party is over. On the other hand this has
not prevented mortgage lenders pushing at
the frontiers by offering over five times salary
multiplier lending criteria and redemption terms
in excess of fifty years. It would appear that
debt is not only a way of life but now remains
with us beyond the grave.

This nadir of consumer expenditure and debt
comes at a time when the shopping centre
development pipeline tap is fully open and
cannot be shut off. Taking the East Midlands as
an example Leicester, Derby and Nottingham
will see over 3 million sq ft of shiny new retail
space, on stream. There is some comfort
that all of it is well anchored by main line
department stores including John Lewis but
these are expensive catalyst deals, which
need the support and subsidy of lettings to the
mainstream multiple retailers. This is the end
game now in play to establish good quality
income streams which can be capitalised so
as to underpin the scheme’s viability.

As demand from high street retailers hits a
quieter time the vision of competing developers
milling around with suitcases of cash to tempt the
tenants to sign up is a sight reminiscent of the
early 1990s but this is too broad a comparison
which requires considerable refinement.

Finally on the question of timing coupled
with risk it is interesting to note that the
latest Bank of England statistics show that
commercial property lending in the UK in all
currencies now stands at £162.313 billion.
This is an increase of nearly 18.5% on the
previous year of a like-for-like figure of
£137 billion. As the new schemes come
into the development pipeline they are likely
to fuel these important lending figures just at
a time when tougher market conditions prevail.
The key will be the loan-to-value ratio and the
depth of developers and investors’ pockets
to fund any shortfalls in interest repayments
against predicted income. If interest rates
rise any further, following the recent surprise
increases to 5.25%, a few pointed questions
may well need to be asked.

Today’s development pipeline is producing
significant new schemes for the first time since
1995 and in most cases is providing much
needed opportunities for representation as
well as facilities that retailers and the public
are urgently seeking.

King’s Chase Shopping Centre, Bristol,
Investment sale for Arlington Property Investors

The property industry, and in particular the
retail sector, as for any other has a need to
modernise and evolve but given that timing is
everything it is frustrating that it still seems to
occur in bunched up cycles with little spread.
Perhaps if our planning system wasn’t broken
and could keep pace with modern needs and
innovations these circumstances would not arise
– something which would add considerably to
the credibility of the industry and help to reduce
the considerable risk that such schemes involve.
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Left to Right
Retail needs assessment,
Camberley, Surrey Heath B.C.

town planning
2006 saw further implementation
of the 2004 Planning & Compulsory
Purchase Act and sadly the changes
were not helpful to developers or to
local authorities.

Planning representation
for Camden Market
Store extension, Colney Hatch Tesco

There was a dramatic increase in the amount
of information required to support planning
applications. Gone are the days of submitting
an outline application with forms and a red
line plan. Full details are now required for the
proposed use, including justification in terms of
the development plan and surrounding uses, as
well as details and justification of the ‘amount’
of development, the architecture and urban
design. An indicative layout plan is needed as
well as an idea of the scale of development and
the location of access points.

This is in addition to the requirement for a design
and access statement. In practice this means an
outline application will require almost as much
information as a full application, which removes
the option for developers of establishing the
principle of development without expending
time and money on the detail.
This further complexity only increases the
cost and uncertainty involved in development
as well as adding to the burden of already
over-stretched local authorities. At best the
result will be further delay; at worst bad
decisions will be made as local authorities are
forced to determine applications before the
target date. This, apparently, is the quicker,
more efficient planning system the Government
promised the 2004 Act would deliver.
The LDF system continues to progress slowly.
Local Development Schemes (LDS’s) have
yet to be tested and Supplementary Planning
Documents (SPD’s) and Statements of
Community Involvement (SCI’s) have yet to find
their mark. Annual monitoring reports, required
by Government have still to find their way onto
most local authorities’ business plans. On top
of this, it is questionable whether the Planning
Inspectorate has the manpower and skill base
to cope with the statutory requirements placed
on it to review these plans.

Left
Sequential test analysis
for Chessington Nursery
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sustainability
Sustainability continued to be a major
consideration for both the public and private
sectors in 2006 and this issue will play an
increasingly important role in the future.
The Government has followed up its
commitment to the Kyoto Protocols and
other international agreements by introducing
a raft of new legislation including the
Sustainable Energy Act 2003, the Housing
Act 2004 and the Climate Change and
Sustainable Energy Act 2006. All of these
place greater responsibility on landowners
to reduce carbon emissions. The question
is: how does the commercial world and
Government tie all this new legislation in with
markets, their current requirements and their
technical abilities to meet emissions targets?
Also, how will this work on a day-to-day basis?
retail
For over ten years Government has disregarded
retail employment as not being a ‘real job’.
Recently this attitude has begun to change,
as well it might. Retail is the UK’s third largest
industry and employs over 10% of the nation’s
work force. It is particularly important for school
leavers and the younger members of society.
Local Government should have regard to
the importance of retail as an employer in
preparing its retail policies. The bringing
together of planning and building regulations
will be a welcome move towards joined-up
thinking and will assist with key design
requirements for new development, upgrading
existing property and supporting the
sustainable development programme.
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An indicative
layout plan is
needed as well
as an idea of
the scale of
development
and the location
of access
points. This is
in addition to
the requirement
for a design
and access
statement.
Below
Planning application
for Domino’s Woking
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the barker review
With the 2004 Act only partially implemented,
the Government nevertheless ordered a full
review of the planning system. The Barker
Review recommended some major changes
to the detail of the system while keeping its
broader architecture intact. With regard to
retail, the town centre first approach was
supported but the ‘need’ test is recommended
for abolition. In our view this was always a
restriction of competition and its demise would
remove a major hurdle for retail developers
(although it would also remove a significant
source of income for planning consultants!).
Potentially the most significant recommendation
is a new presumption in favour of development
where the development plan is indeterminate
or out of date. Since there are many
development plans which are both of these,
this recommendation could, if implemented,
ease the passage of planning applications until
local authorities’ LDFs are published.
Our opinion is that The Barker Review
contains some recommendations that could
be helpful in achieving the Government’s aims
of streamlining the planning system, even if
it will mean more upheaval so soon after the
2004 Act. As a practice, Chase & Partners
will monitor how the Government implements
Kate Barker’s recommendations and advise our
private, institutional investor and local authority
clients on how they will be affected.

Chase & Partners
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Palace Exchange, Enfield development, agency and
funding advice for ING Real Estate Development (UK) Ltd
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in town retail agency
Since we wrote last year’s report, the
market has moved further in the tenant’s
favour and those same pressures that
were around twelve months ago – price
deflation, falling like-for-like sales and
increasing occupational costs still remain,
but with the heat turned up a little higher.
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Right
Palace Exchange, Enfield

The weather, combined with higher utility costs,
increased interest rates and continuing high
levels of consumer debt, made life just that bit
more difficult for retailers during the high heat
of the summer and the balmy autumn.
Faced with these pressures it is reported that
many of the major retailers have had much
tighter control of stocking levels on the lead up
to Christmas, leading to less sales stock in the
New Year and higher margins.
On a positive note, over the last twelve
months general trading levels were higher than
expected, with the final results of Christmas
trading coming as a pleasant surprise.
There has been an increasing polarisation
between retail companies, with the good ones
performing particularly well, whilst the badly run
are still in danger of outright failure. We are likely
to see a number of casualties in the New Year.
Marks & Spencer continue to come back
strongly, with the John Lewis Partnership
also improving, although this will inevitably
result in reduced market share for some of
their High Street competitors.

In town demand also appears to be polarising as
those retailers with the best and most efficient
space secure higher sales densities than those
with a weaker trading portfolio. As a result there
is still a healthy stable of retailers seeking to
improve and upgrade their trading portfolios in
an effort to rise above the competition.
When it comes to new developments retailers
are far more selective about trying to secure
their preferred requirements, whether it be sales
space, internal width or stock areas.
The bigger fashion retailers continue to
maximise trading from cheap upper floor space
and we have also seen operators such as
Sportsworld taking a similar approach to that
originally forged by TK Maxx and JJB Sports,
with large first floors connected to prime pitch
via small ground floor pods. Sportsworld have
come to the fore in the sporting arena with
JD and JJB having had a relatively quiet year.
A number of predominant out of town retailers
continue to re-assess their expansion by
moving in town. These include Halfords and
Pets at Home, with Ikea showing the most
notable change, due to open a 24,000 sq m
store in Coventry city centre.

In town demand also appears to be polarising
as those retailers with the best and most
efficient space secure higher sales densities
than those with a weaker trading portfolio.
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in town retail agency continued
The core middle market fashion sector
has seen strong expansion coupled with the
upgrading and relocation of existing stores
by the likes of River Island, Topshop,
Monsoon, H&M Hennes and Zara.
Debenhams continue to expand aggressively,
anchoring many market town schemes with
their standard large format stores, although
they have quietly been taking a number of
their Desire units.
The discount fashion sector continues to be
heavily fought over with Primark, TK Maxx
and Peacocks pushing forward, although
Ethel Austin continue to struggle.
As usual 2006 saw some casualties with
a number going into receivership, including
Card Crazy/Card Store, Moda in Pelle,
Elle, Kookai, QS, Walmsleys, Baron Jon,
Silverscreen, Music Zone, Ocean Furniture
and the Greeting Card Group.
As in the previous year a number of the
casualties were soon picked up by other
groups. Those retailers putting units on the
market include British Airways, Global Video,
Morgan, Ann Summers, Books Etc, Clinton
Cards and Waterstones, following their
takeover of Ottakars.
After many years of speculation Baugur finally
secured House of Fraser, New Heights Furniture
took over Sofa Workshop, whilst Moss Bros
continues to be stalked and SportsWorld upped
their interest in Black’s Leisure.

The more interesting new entrants to the
market included American-owned Whole Foods
who took the former Barkers department store
in Kensington High Street, with Abercrombie
and Fitch set to open shortly in Savile Row.
The Inditex Group, the owners of Zara,
continued their expansion across Europe
with openings in this country for Zara Home
and Bershka.
Next did not shine quite as brightly as in
previous years, with the reemergence of
Marks & Spencer and John Lewis, and
although their high street sales were down
over Christmas, overall they were up by 8.1%
on last year due to the strong performance of
their catalogue and online offer. Other retailers
were not so lucky, with HMV struggling to
make headway this year, probably as a result
of a strategic shift in the sector which also
brought about the failure of Music Zone just
after Christmas. 2006 saw Clinton’s profits fall,
with other retailers such as Bhs, MFI, French
Connection, WHSmith and Woolworths all
coming under pressure. The Dixons name
disappeared from the high street.
Turnarounds, however, are possible and
whilst Iceland might have been on such a
list in previous years, under new ownership/
management they have got their profits and
market share back on track.
Aside from the fashion sector we have seen
expansion by the likes of Game, Tchibo,
Carluccio’s, Caffe Nero, Specsavers, Barratts,
Fopp Records, Perfume Shop, Bathstore,
Home Bargain, Costa Coffee, Pret a Manger,
Hotel Chocolat, Kew, Gap Kids, 3 Mobile, H&M
and Jane Norman to name but a few.

Above
Palace Exchange, Enfield

Despite the
gathering
pressures on the
market, those
that secure the
best configured
and located
units stand the
strongest chance
to outperform
their competitors
and generate the
highest profits.
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Right
Portfolio acquisition and
valuation for Prestbury

Right
Retained agents for Muse
nationwide acquisitions

One of the more interesting parties to revisit
expansion in the high street, following a number
of years of rationalisation by the banks and
building societies, is HSBC who are now
looking for new units.

Asset management,
Bligh’s Meadow, Sevenoaks

Certainly on-line sales seem to be coming
of age, in many instances as part of a multi
channel offer. This was demonstrated by Next
over the Christmas period with Arcadia’s online
sales reportedly growing at 70% year on year,
albeit from a low base.
The in town food market continues to grow
due to planning pressures out of town, with
Tesco and Sainsbury’s leading the way in
smaller store formats, although the discounters
such as Lidl and Aldi are now actively seeking in
town units in conjunction with their out of town
offer. We have noted, however, that despite the
continuing expansion in this area a number of
newly acquired units less than 5 years old have
already come to the market, which suggest that
despite the overall strength of these retailers the
stakes are still quite finely balanced.
In rounding up, despite the gathering
pressures on the market, those that secure
the best configured and located units stand
the strongest chance to outperform their
competitors and generate the highest profits.
Retailers therefore still need to step into the
market if they are to improve the efficiency of
their portfolio.
In the tenant’s favour and as we reported last
year, however, is the fact that there is a massive
development supply pipeline, reportedly up to
50 million sq ft of new retail space. There are
likely to be plenty of takers for the biggest and
best units, but it remains to be seen whether
there will be enough continuing demand in
the more secondary areas to fully let all these
schemes. Another testing year ahead.
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Development consultancy,
Willow Place, Corby
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in town/shopping centre investment
2006 saw further implementation of
the 2004 Planning & Compulsory Purchase
Act and sadly the changes were not helpful
to developers or to local authorities.

have we seen the top of the market?
Funds are still burgeoning with cash to invest
in property although their focus has shifted from
retail to central London offices, where rental
growth forecasts are heady. Notwithstanding
this, funds still remain net investors in retail
and large high street blocks which can offer
rental growth and achieve their target returns
are still attractive.
Prime retail is as keenly sought as ever and
yields moved in as a result over the last year.
The last quarter saw a rise in the amount of
stock coming to the market, however, it tended
to be vulnerable in nature or of smaller lot sizes.
Large prime blocks remain scarce.
Property Companies continued to find it
increasingly difficult to source workable stock at
sufficiently competitive prices. Increased cost of
debt, and the perception that downward yield
shifts cannot continue, have meant that there
is increasing reliance on deliverability of asset
management angles.

A sign that the
market is still
strong is the
continued use of
one year rental
guarantees on
vacant units and
rental top-ups.

There is still good investor demand for
prime shops in locations where there is limited
new supply and where there is a clear case for
rental growth. As a result, competition for such
investments is still fierce from the funds, private
family trusts and Irish investors. In vulnerable
locations where a new shopping centre has
already or is about to eclipse the existing retail
offer, the existing stock is becoming increasingly
difficult to sell. Investors are rightly becoming
wary of ‘supply-stock’ created by new
mega-malls on their surrounding retail
environment. Notable examples of this effect
include Silverburn (Pollock) and Ravenscraig
on the Glasgow retail area (and may account
for the ‘Scottish flavour’ to the year), Westfield
London (White City) in West London and
particularly High Street Kensington.

Right
Investment sale,
Royal Star Arcade,
Maidstone for London
& County Holdings Ltd

Other towns which some may consider fall into
the same category include Liverpool, Leeds,
Cambridge, Plymouth, Exeter, Bath, Portsmouth
and Bristol, with Birmingham, Norwich and
Reading still smarting from the supply of
new space.
Shopping centres with genuine asset
management angles and more particularly
scope for development, backed by good tenant
demand still have potential for further inward yield
shift. Investors realise that there are good returns
to be made at this end of the market but the
key is the deliverability of the asset management
angles and development.
Yields for dry secondary shopping centres
without deliverable asset management angles
would seem to have bottomed out. Purchasers
are aware that they should no longer rely on
yield shift for performance and are becoming
increasingly wary of dry stock: they need genuine
angles and tenant demand to drive performance.
more cautious and discerning
buyers then?
Buyers are becoming increasingly discerning.
They will however bid boldly for properties
where they perceive significant rental growth
and / or asset management angles. The
continued use (some would say scourge) of one
year rental guarantees on (unlettable) vacant
units and rental top-ups remains an attractive
incentive but how much longer these can be
tolerated remains to be seen.
a thinner market –
where has everyone gone?
There would seem to be fewer bidders across
the board and this is due to a number of factors:
n Rising cost of debt
n	A more cautious attitude towards the sector
– particularly dry secondary shopping centres

Chase & Partners
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In-town/Shopping Centre Equivalent Yields
Prime High Street

3.75 – 4.25%

Secondary High Street

5.00 – 5.75%

Prime Shopping Centres

4.00 – 5.00%

Secondary Shopping Centres

5.00 – 6.00%

Auction

3.75 – 4.75%

n	An aversion to best bids (by bidders at least!)

outlook

REIT

n	Marked switch in focus by investors to other
sectors, particularly central London offices…

Demand remains strong for the right product.
The bearish are, in our view, probably right
in feeling that the market for secondary dry
stock may be overpriced, particularly in view
of the rising cost of debt. At the very least,
the stop-start downward ratcheting of yields at
the secondary end of the market is now unlikely
to continue where yields would seem to be
bouncing along the bottom.

On the face of it the potential for further yield
compression following the introduction of REITs
on 1st January 2007 could be very significant,
introducing a wave of new money from private
investors to the sector, which had formerly
been restricted by double taxation and the
associated discount to NAV.

n	…and to Europe. Last year’s trend for
both property companies and funds to buy
in Germany and Eastern Europe, where
there is still a debt/yield arbitrage, has
continued. Indian and Chinese funds have
also mushroomed.
fewer transactions then?
There have been fewer reported shopping
centre transactions over the last 12 months
(September to September), down in value
from £7.25 billion in 135 transactions last year
to £5.75 billion this year in 95 transactions.
There is, however anecdotal evidence of
large volumes trading off-market, particularly
amongst the Northern Irish, who have become
a notable force in the sector over the last four
years, and therefore the actual drop in trading
is perhaps less marked than the statistics might
initially suggest.
There is an acute awareness of ‘churned’
stock: shopping centres that are on the market
for the third or fourth time in as many years.
It is difficult to justify further inward yield shift
at this end of the market and indeed there is
talk of outward movement as these sales fail
to attract interest. An end to ‘pass the parcel’
perhaps and back to ‘building bricks’, or at
least development.
A number of investors have been calling the
market this year, or at least have been taking
advantage of high prices. The sale of Leeds
Victoria Quarter and Kidderminster’s Weavers
Wharf are examples. Whether this is the right
time to exit the market only time will tell.

where is opportunity?
One would hope that with some of the heat now
starting to come out of the market there should
be more scope for sensible purchasing. It is fair
to say that the fundamentals of retail property
investment are starting to return: of particular
note are assets held in the same ownership
for long periods of time, or assets held by joint
ventures and limited partnerships where there
is often latent potential for super-profit through
asset management. Tenant demand remains
key, as does location and more particularly the
impact of future competition from other retail
developments in that location. The case for
good advice from specialist advisors has
never been stronger!
any new players?
Australian Listed Property Trusts (LPT’s) and
the Norwegian’s are heralded as the new Irish,
although the measure of their appetite for
investment in UK retail has yet to be taken.
QIC’s purchase of Westfield’s £500m stake in
Merry Hill would seem to be the start of their
entry into the market which so far has been
by way of joint venture with other Australian
developers who have long been on the UK
prime shopping centre scene. Norwegian money
is also bound for this country, probably for the
‘long-let good covenant’ stock which has been
so popular with the Danish, although they have
yet to be seen in any major form.

The industry’s well-orchestrated lobbying of
government has led to the achievement of
almost all our suggestions being adopted in
the new REIT regulations.
As more money floods into the REIT converted
property companies, this should provide
additional pressure on yields across the board.
The predicted ‘flood of money’ is more likely to
be a gradual flow as this new investment class
proves itself to the market (REIT convertible
property company shares have already been
re-rated). Doubtless there will be an increase in
public enthusiasm for REIT Property Company
shares but this will take time. In the meantime
there is considerable potential for heightened
investment trading activity from the REITs
themselves, who can afford to purchase/
off-load CGT properties and property
companies. Foreign experience of the REIT
market would suggest that ‘big is beautiful’
(one of the key factors being economies of
scale). We are of the view that the initial impact
of REITs will be at a company level in M&A
activity, as the REITs seek to bulk up, and to
a lesser extent at the large asset /portfolio end
of the market.
For REITs to be really successful and equitable
the industry must now lobby the government
to lift the requirement for REITs to be stock
exchange listed, as a secondary market
is required.
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retail warehouse agency
what is our market place?
n	It can be described generally as the
pre-letting of new space, letting of new or
old space (following surrender), assignment
and subletting. It is about occupation.
n	The property market follows the retailers
and always has done. The retailers interpret
consumer demand and acquire/dispose of
property as a consequence.
n	When retailers change requirements,
the market recognises the shift in demand
and moves to accept it.
n	Examples of change are set out below:– 	IKEA agreeing terms on the edge of
Coventry (due to planning restrictions)
meant edge of town sites throughout
the UK were looked at and motorway
junctions abandoned.
– 	JJB Sports wanting shops above their
own health and fitness clubs, means they
will relocate to a solus store nearby.
– 	B&Q requiring a mini-Warehouse rather than
a Warehouse has meant developers have
had space ‘To Let’. If B&Q have exchanged
or opened, then they have downsized
and sought to surrender, or sublet the
unwanted space. But where B&Q still
want a Warehouse they get it, for
example, Peterborough.
– 	When MFI changed hands in November,
investors and retailers approached them
with opportunities as the new owners MEP
Mayflower began to ‘right size’ the portfolio.
– 	Pre-flotation acquisition programmes
fuel activity, for example, Pets at Home.
– 	Post-flotation businesses build on
their success, for example, Halfords.

n	The market has to assess and deal
with vacant property.
– 	Some former Courts and Allders units
are still available, for example York,
Monks Cross or let on temporary terms,
such as Cardiff, Newport Road, but
many found new tenants or provided
redevelopment opportunities.
– 	Vacant properties can be misinterpreted as
always representing an oversupply, however
in some towns there is an undersupply of
accommodation matching current retailer
requirements. Poor vacant accommodation
is becoming redundant stock, and some
properties will never be reused for retail in
the same way.

The property
market follows
the retailers and
always has done.
The retailers
interpret consumer
demand and
acquire/dispose
of property as a
consequence.

– 	Quick deals have brought forward openings
for Comet and Dreams from the Powerhouse
Portfolio where either landlord on surrender,
or tenant on assignment, has paid cash
to the administrator. Scottish Power will
dispose of the leases which revert to
them outside the Compulsory Voluntary
Arrangement. The CVA is the subject of a
landlord’s legal challenge.
n	Requirements from new retailers are the
life blood of the market
– 	The acquisition programmes for trialled
stores such as Asda Living, Tesco Homeplus
and Bhs Home are gathering momentum.
– 	Marks & Spencer must be glad that their
two large ill-fated home stores at Gateshead
and Thurrock became surplus to their
requirements at the time ILVA wanted
something similar. There was a solution,
despite the cost.
– 	ILVA opened three new stores totalling
350,000 sq ft from July through to October.
Every developer in major towns with large
units to let is courting them.

Above
Matalan, Newport IOW,
Rent review on behalf of British Aerospace
Pension Fund Trustees Ltd
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Left
MFI & Comet at
Commerce Centre, Poole
Right
The Forum, Stevenage

– 	Marks & Spencer’s new published
requirement for retail warehouses has
prompted site and retail park reassessment.
They can trade successfully as Simply Food,
Home or a mixed food, clothing and home
offer on retail parks, for example Bolton,
Middlebrook.
n	New developments are a rarity.
– 	Examples this year are Durham,
Dragon Retail Park and the extension
to Llandudno Shopping Park.
– 	The majority of ‘acquired space’ has
been used before.
– 	But ‘mixed use’ including foodstore or retail
warehousing makes progress, for example
London, Colindale.
– 	Building without pre-lets becomes less
attractive, for example the 60,000 sq ft
Maybrook Retail Park in Canterbury which
remains 100% unlet following completion
in August.
what affects the market?
n	The relationship between landlord and
tenant/subtenant is constantly changing.
– 	A large unit which cannot be subdivided
may remain vacant, while on the same park
a small unit changes fascia within weeks.
– 	Two retailers bidding for the same and
only available unit creates a record rent,
for example, Huntingdon Retail Park,
former PowerHouse.
– 	One landlord may accept a percentage
rental increase at rent review, while another
may not. If not, the deal does not happen.

n	Availability of similar stock, over supply
and “over” restriction.
– 	Headline rent on some retail parks may be
maintained on re-letting, but look out for the
incentive package, either through premium
payments, extended rent free periods or
enhanced specifications.
– 	Hierarchy of parks within a town is dictated
by demand – one may thrive and another
falter. Landlords who have invested in
improving facades, signage and car parking
are reacting positively to requirements.
– 	Space can take years to re-let, for example
Derby, Meteor Centre, now fully let including
DFS and Land of Leather.
– 	Some tenants will only pay a certain level
of rental reflecting their value retailing profile.
They are in a position to be selective and
they negotiate hard, for example The Range,
and the recently floated Dunelm.
– 	Restrictive covenants within existing leases
not allowing competition on the park can
delay occupation, for example a second
electrical retailer could not trade from
Reading Gate Retail Park.
n	Planning Permission
– 	A unit with an open Class A1 permission is
likely to be let at a higher rental than bulky
goods, but it depends on demand.
– 	A change in planning permission can
help re-letting, for example widening the
range from bulky goods to allow
Hobbycraft to trade.

– 	Developers and landlords need to work with
the Local Planning Authority to put forward
the retail case on behalf of their prospective
tenants. If the permission is not granted on
a retail park to allow a high street retailer to
trade then it does not mean that the same
retailer will take a store in the high street.
The Local Authority needs to ensure that
such a decision protects their high street,
and understand that by refusing permission
it will mean trade continues to leak to a
competing retail centre.
n	What is the effect of mezzanine
floor restrictions?
– 	New mezzanine legislation finally came
into force in April 2006 with 10 May as
the cut off date.
– 	A flurry of activity prior to the date from Next,
TK Maxx, Sports World and others.
– 	Anti-mezzanine stance of some Local
Authorities gives uncertainty to deals and
slows the market.
– 	Potential for rental value differences
between units with or without mezzanine
permission. Evidence of this is still being
collated but some tenants would argue that
if they can use 20,000 sq ft in a 10,000 sq ft
ground floor unit then a £200,000 per annum
rent equates to £10.00 per sq ft and not
£20.00 per sq ft.
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The new accounting procedures
mean that a premium received by
a retailer to take a new lease has
to be accounted for profit purposes
over the length of the lease.

Asset management, Huntingdon
for Churchmanor Estates
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Right
Forbury Park, Reading,
Rent review on behalf of
The Skandia Property Fund

retail warehouse agency continued
is the market accepting “flexible” leases?
n	Retail warehouse leases used to be granted
for 25 years; now the average is getting
closer to 15 years.
n	Upward only rent reviews remain in
most cases, as it keeps initial rental low
for the occupier.
n	The strength of bargaining position
is important.
n	More tenants are challenging landlords to
review ‘old’ practices, for example inflexible
alienation clauses.
n	The new accounting procedures mean that
a premium received by a retailer to take a
new lease has to be accounted for profit
purposes over the length of the lease.
n	Threat of Government intervention remains,
but the market responds with a New Code
of Practice for Commercial Leases.
n	Much market comment and activity about
tenants paying rental monthly in advance
(rather than quarterly) and percentage
increase only at review.
– 	Some landlords will accept monthly
payments and some will resist it.
The argument will continue, and in our
opinion a compromise will be reached on
new leases between the certainty of income
paid monthly by BACS, (rather than cheque),
and the ‘value of the early rent’. In some
cases such payment arrangements will be
agreed outside the lease terms.
– 	Tenants are having some success with
agreeing fixed rental uplifts linked to an
index. Rents vary but some are capped at
say 4% and others have both a cap and a
collar i.e. the increase will be 2% per annum
even if the index is below that level.

n	Lease re-gearing will become more popular
as investors wish to retain and increase the
value of their holding, and retailers want to
commit to stay in good locations. Retailers
seek to agree a share in the value increase
following the re-gear.
n	Traditional lease renewal negotiations are
more likely to be overtaken by market
pressures. If the tenant wants a shorter
lease than the existing one (original leases
were often for 25 year terms) then they will
have to negotiate.

are more high street retailers
looking out of town?
n	Demand continues from those who
pioneered retail warehouses, for example
Next, and those who have tested the
waters, such as New Look and Monsoon,
or are ready to, for example Starbucks/
Costa Coffee. Their focus will remain on
the shopping parks. Some specialist high
street retailers are only acquiring on the large
‘fashion parks’ and will not expand further.
n	Increasing demand on relatively fixed
supply suggests that rental levels have
not peaked yet.
n	Large retail parks can continue to provide
units for the bulky goods retailers as well
as the high street retailers, for example
Retail World, Gateshead.
n	There are retailers who trade from both
high streets and retail parks, for example
Sports World, who have targeted the high
street by corporate acquisition over the
last 12 months.

is there life in the bulky goods sector?
n	Despite a well-documented downturn in
trade, the DIY operators are still actively
acquiring in key locations, and particularly
the smaller towns where they can secure
a monopoly trading position, for example
Focus at Beccles.
n	Despite a number of recent failures, the
furniture/furnishings sector remains active
with both Land of Leather and ScS issuing
strong trading statements while continuing
to expand, as are Furniture Village and Paul
Simon. New entrants testing the water include
Bhs Home and Marks & Spencer Home.
n	Following the failure of Miller Brothers and
Powerhouse, the electrical sector has been
slightly more subdued, but Currys/PC
World and Comet continue to expand,
albeit at a much slower pace, and on terms
which reflect their trading performance.
Mezzanines are being built by Comet, and
PC World are trying to become more
user-friendly. Web-based Empire Direct
acquired part of the Miller Brothers portfolio
to increase their showroom platform.
n	Many other traditional ‘bulky goods’ retailers
are reportedly trading well and continue to
expand, for example Carpetright, Halfords
and Pets at Home. Demand, however, is
focused on smaller units.
n	There certainly is life in the bulky goods
sector with a significant number of retailers
continuing to expand and setting a new
rental tone for the right product, for example,
Comet at Huntingdon Retail Park.
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are trade parks part of the market?
n	There is an element of cross-over between
some retailers, for example Allied Carpets,
Halfords, Bathstore.com and Topps Tiles.
A property industry model for development
and investment is emerging from Gallaghers,
Andy Jansons’ Trade Space and Capital
& Regional’s Fix UK, to take account of
requirements from occupiers with a
national coverage. Both developer and
occupier appreciate that it is a different
property market.
n	Planning and rent is a determining factor.
Some retailers may relocate from retail parks
to cheaper space on trade parks, but only if
they can trade effectively within the planning
permission. The threat of enforcement action
will deter retailers. Trade counter operators
are not going to relocate onto retail parks.
n	DIY trade arguably is moving from retail
warehouses to trade counters. B&Q have
their own expansion plans for Screw Fix,
and Travis Perkins trade easily along side
their subsidiary, Wickes.

the rent review market –
how does it mirror the letting market?

are delays in third party awards affecting
the ‘marketplace’?

n	Lack of occupational deals as evidence
can lead to protracted arguments to the
third party about a ‘hypothetical’ tenant.
Landlords will put up names, and lessees
will keep arguing that the particular named
‘tenant’ was not in the market at the time of
the rent review. The third party has to decide
what the market was.

n	Tenants will struggle to assign, sublet or
surrender, or decide whether they can
continue to trade, without knowing what the
rent at review is or will be. Inability to agree
the review by negotiation is not uncommon,
and applications to the RICS to appoint third
parties has risen during 2006.

n	Rental differentials between open Class A1
retail parks and bulky goods parks continue
to widen, and can be argued at review to be
separate markets.
n	Market continuing to witness ‘eviction’
and ‘relocation’ of traditional bulky goods
retailers from the best open Class A1 parks,
to be replaced by high street retailers
prepared to pay record rents.

n	RICS continues to struggle to find suitable
appointees with the relevant experience but
without a conflict of interest.
n	Problem particularly bad in the retail
warehouse market due to small number of
surveyors on the arbitration/independent
expert panels, and the small number of
tenants, and indeed landlords, relative to
the market as a whole. In some cases over
10 approaches need to be made before
identifying a suitable Independent Surveyor.
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Left
Asset management,
Meteor Retail Park, Derby
Right
Asset management,
Warren Retail Park, Ashford

Far Left
Asset management,
Retail World, Gateshead
for Land Securities
Left
Rent review,
Chadderton Way, Oldham

n	Many Independent Surveyors are perceived,
rightly or wrongly, as having a landlord or
a tenant bias. This leads in many cases to
one of the protagonists objecting to the
appointment on often spurious grounds.
n	The problem is exacerbated by several
leading Arbitrators resigning from the panel
over the last few years.
n	The RICS are attempting to rectify the
shortage of Independent Surveyors by
running further qualification courses in 2007.

Rental
differentials
between
open class
A1 retail
parks
and bulky
goods parks
continues
to widen.

n	The remaining Independent Surveyors
are struggling to cope with the heavier
workload, with some Arbitrators/Experts
taking up to 12 months from receipt of
submissions to issue their awards. This
can be due to further evidence being put
forward, comparables to be assessed within
a wide geographical area and the request for
an oral hearing.
n	Quite often an arbitration is a test case to
establish the tone for a retail park. These
delays with arbitration have a knock-on delay
on the resolution of the other outstanding
reviews on the park, or in the case of large
units the resolution of other large unit rent
reviews in the region.
n	Most leases allow the landlord and tenant
to agree on who the third party will be,
without reference to the RICS. If the parties
can agree to this approach this may become
more prevalent in order to reduce delays,
but this still depends on conflict issues
being avoided.

current issues affecting value at review
occupational demand 	For traditional bulky goods parks the
range of retailers actively acquiring
in the market continues to decrease,
leading tenants’ advisers to ask the
perennial question “Who would take
this unit?”
size matters	Decreasing demand for large units
and general downsizing throughout
market will depress values in the
larger unit category.
open or not	Widening gulf between Class A1
and bulky planning schemes
reflected in values at review.
mezzanines 	Many retailers will only take units
with the ability to install a mezzanine
trading area. If the landlord cannot
provide one the deal falls through.
Market evidence may lead to
differentiation in unit value at
negotiation stage and hence price
per sq ft. If this can be proven, then
strong arguments will be placed in
front of third parties.
obsolescence	Some schemes/solus units may
cease to function for retail purposes.
location on park	Valuation becoming more refined
with differentiation for pitch
arguments coming to the fore.
lease length	Tenants now seeking discounts for
long hypothetical terms at review
particularly for units on “tired” parks.
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Right
Investment acquisition,
Tunbridge Wells for Invista

retail warehouse investment
Twelve months ago the first question a
fund manager would ask upon introducing
a property would be ‘what’s the yield?’
Today it seems to be ‘what’s the planning
permission?’ In the world of out of town
retail investment ‘bulky goods’ has become
a bit of a dirty word with investors now
firmly in the camp of ‘open A1 is King’.

overview
Investors have been questioning where
rental growth will materialise on schemes with
restricted planning permissions, although a
blanket ban on buying these properties is an
overreaction. We feel that there are plenty of
good opportunities still out there in this sector
– appraising opportunities on a location and
property specific basis is the way forward.
However, following a number of ‘eye-watering’
deals in the last year, the majority of institutions
and property companies have called time and
have sought to offload properties perceived to
be ‘ex-growth’.

Far Right
Investment sale,
Guisborough

Yields have held up in the most part as the
sheer weight of money has continued to force
deals through. However, we have seen the
number of offers received on properties fall
as interest in the bulky sector has waned.
Whereas 12 to 18 months ago you might
expect to receive 6 or 8 offers for a good
bulky goods scheme, today you may get 2
to 4. Conversely demand for shopping parks
and investments with unrestricted planning
permissions has continued to move on apace
and a lack of stock for this particular type of
property has continued to force yields down.
The purchase earlier this year of the hybrid
Weavers Wharf in Kidderminster by Henderson at
a sub 3% net initial yield raised some eyebrows
in the market and set a new benchmark.
Nothing of its type had been seen for some
time, and before bids it was difficult to gauge
just how far investors were prepared to go to
secure the property. We understand the vendor
received in excess of 15 bids for the investment
with a spread of over £20 million on the top
and bottom bid. The eventual purchase price
was around £30 million above the asking price,
and it will be interesting if a similar property
is brought to the market in the new year to
see if the market has moved on even further.
We suspect that demand has increased,
but whether that can translate to a further
hardening of yields remains to be seen.

Left
Investment sale,
Parc Pensarni, Carmarthen
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As with the corporate activity witnessed last
year, this has continued with Hammerson’s
purchase in the summer of the majority of
LxB’s larger assets for a reported price of
£430 million. All of the five schemes had
open A1 non-food planning permissions.
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Investment sale,
Solartron Retail Park, Farnborough

The trading performance of particular retailers
has also been a big factor in shaping investors
affections for a particular type of stock.
For example the market seems to have
fallen out of love for the time being with
the usual B&Q Warehouse ‘stocking filler’.
Retailers have been fighting every rent review
tooth and nail for nil increases. It has therefore
been very difficult generally to build in a
significant rental growth story on the large
units due to the lack of new evidence, and
this has inevitably impacted on initial and
equivalent yields. Again this is very much
dependent on the planning permission but
New Star’s purchase of the 130,000 sq ft B&Q
at Farnborough (restricted bulky goods planning
permission and no sub-division clause) earlier
this year demonstrates there is still investor
demand for such properties which are in
strong locations.

outlook
There is certainly scope for the further hardening
of yields on properties with unrestricted planning
permissions as institutions, and in particular the
retail funds, attempt to ‘place’ cash that in some
circumstances is being allocated to them at a
high rate of £100 million a month. All eyes now
seem to be focused on the open A1 sector and
therefore weight of money will increase.

Yields have held up in the most part as the
sheer weight of money has continued to force
deals through. However, we have seen the
number of offers received on properties fall as
interest in the bulky sector has waned.

Although some funds are still considering
schemes with bulky goods planning
permissions, we feel that it is unlikely that yields
will harden but are likely to remain where they
are for the best properties and could move out
for more secondary schemes.
Investors are now appraising opportunities not
only on the back of more limited rental growth
and capital appreciation prospects but also with
a changing situation in the demand and supply
structure. Historically demand from occupiers
has remained reasonably steady coupled with a
relatively low supply, but this situation appears to
be changing with an ever-increasing demand and
supply imbalance, particularly on the larger units.
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food superstores
n	Most of last year’s uncertainties in the
sector now resolved.
n	Morrisons conversion of Safeway portfolio
successfully completed with their trading
profile strengthening, coupled with increasing
like for like sales and debt reduction.
We anticipate that organic growth will once
again be a feature of this group’s future
expansion programme.
n	Sainsbury’s recovering well on trade pushing
the retailer back up the industry ladder
following seven quarters of consecutive like
for like sales growth. Voted supermarket
of the year 2006. Growth coming from
increased sales densities, non food retail
sales and online shopping. Some 65 existing
stores will be refitted by end of financial year
to allow for additional non food ranges.
n	Sales density improvement at Sainsbury’s
is being achieved through refurbishment
and extensions, reflecting the limited
opportunities for new development.
Nevertheless, in the current financial
year Sainsbury’s expect to have developed
18 new stores including 4 stores acquired
from Somerfield.
n	On the convenience side Sainsbury’s
have 290 convenience stores located in
neighbourhood and local centres, with
30 new stores opened this year. This area
of business is showing over 20% sales
growth each month, well ahead of the
group average.

Planning permission for new stores is
increasingly difficult to secure. However the
retailers are responding by concentrating
their efforts on extending existing sites,
modernising older stores and installing
mezzanines wherever this makes sense.
n	Waitrose are maintaining progress of past
2 years and are expanding on a nationwide
basis including their two first stores in
Scotland opened in Edinburgh, securing
some of the best returns in the industry.
Acquisitions have included 6 stores from
Morrisons and a 600,000 sq ft distribution
centre in Aylesford Kent. One blip is that
despite increases in online shopping through
Ocado, losses still continue on this side of
the business.
n	ASDA/Wal-Mart still dogged by false starts
on how it will face the future. In December
2006 it pulled the plug on its proposed chain
of discount stores named ‘ASDA Essentials’.
The two pilots have failed to deliver the
expected results and therefore the project
has been shelved, leaving Asda with a void
in its strategy to gain market share.
n	Tesco continues to lead the market and at
the beginning of 2006 broke through the
30% barrier of Britain’s grocery spend.
To put this into context ASDA, who
overtook Sainsbury’s some 5 years ago,
have 16.6% of the spend. Sainsbury’s are
however catching up rapidly with 16.2% and
Morrisons are in fourth place with 14.2% of
GB grocery spend.

n	Tesco’s dominance is likely to be retained
given it is estimated that it holds 40%
of all potential food store development
sites. Tesco will argue, no doubt, that they
were able to secure such a position due
to their own business planning, coupled
with the failings of their main competitors
who stopped securing new sites for well
rehearsed reasons.
n	Tesco is a good example of diversification,
taking their business to wherever the
customers may be in a range of formats,
all of which are expanding aggressively.
Express is providing convenience in local
neighbourhood facilities, Metro is focusing
on town and city centres, taking advantage
of lifestyle and demographic changes,
superstores are maintaining the traditional
large store food shopping and Tesco Extra
is taking advantage of the category killer
retailing approach, incorporating non-food
sales space including health and beauty,
clothing essentials, toys and homewares.
The Extra format now accounts for a third
of Tesco’s total retail space.
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Left
Rent review at Meadownbank,
Londonderry for McGinnis Group

n	The move back into local neighbourhood
stores by Sainsbury and Tesco has drawn
criticism from powerful lobby groups, who
see this expansion as a threat to the survival
of independent retailers. Despite this reaction
the shopping public continue to vote with
their feet, suggesting that the major food
store retailers are right on track with their
business models.
n	Such is the strength of the mainstream food
store operators’ hold on grocery sales that in
March 2006 the Office of Fair Trading (OFT)
flagged fears that consumers were losing
out because the planning system and tactics
of some chains made it harder for rivals to
open stores.
n	The current investigation by the Competition
Commission is likely to be run on very
different criteria to the last one in 2000, and
therefore its findings will be awaited with
keen interest by retailers, government and
customers alike.
n	Planning permission for new stores is
increasingly difficult to secure. However the
retailers are responding by concentrating
their efforts on extending existing sites,
modernising older stores and installing
mezzanines wherever this makes sense.
Over 30% of new trading space comes
from this activity, making this a fertile area
for expansion.
n	The planning permissions which once helped
create super groups of retailers are therefore
no longer available which limits competition.
It is also forcing managers to gain market
shares in new areas as well as encouraging
representation back in the high street where
they originally started their businesses many
years ago.

The strength of the
sector continues
to promote rental
growth varying
between 6% and
8% per annum
depending on
which indices are
considered.
n	The food superstore market has never been
able to demonstrate many true open market
lettings. With fewer new stores coming
forward such transactions are now even rarer.
n	Premium payments are now fewer but
a formula approach applied to rents is
becoming more popular, replacing the
more traditional open market rent review
methodology.
n	With limited good quality rental evidence the
valuation of superstores and negotiations
at rent review create even greater tensions
between landlord and tenant and owner
and financer.
n	Nevertheless the strength of the sector
continues to promote rental growth varying
between 6% and 8% per annum depending
on which indices are considered. However
the accurate valuation of this sector gets
harder and less transparent, a curious
anomaly given the increasing availability of
valuation data for other property sectors.
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leisure
overview
Broadway Casino,
Broadway Plaza, Birmingham

n	It has been a year for reflection following
the handover of Alcohol Licensing from the
Magistrates Courts to the Local Authorities,
who administer more flexible licences and
lengthened ‘normal’ drinking hours.
n	Following implementation Government
statistics have shown significant serious
crime reductions, although the UK still
has a long way to go before achieving a
continental café style culture.
n	Interestingly, the longer hours have not
created bumper profits for the licensed trade
operators and it would appear a similar rate
of consumption is simply being consumed
over longer periods.
n	The smoking ban is causing debate and
concern. Scotland’s smoking ban started
in March 2006, and early figures from
Local Authorities have shown almost total
compliance and record numbers of people
starting to quit the habit.
n	It is questionable whether the ban will have a
detrimental effect on trade and the industry
is evenly split – only time will tell what the
true implications will be.
n	The outlook for bingo is arguably more bleak.
Rank in Scotland saw a steep decline in their
turnover, whilst Scottish based Carlton bingo
abandoned plans for further expansion.

Leisure property investments have
developed a more mainstream
following due to the attractive
yields this sector is attracting by
comparison to retail.

n	There have been a flood of public to private
deals, with a huge amount of private equity
money being invested resulting in a number
of bids such as Cinven’s £900 million offer
for Gondola Holdings just nine months after
the company was floated at £780 million.
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Asset management,
Broadway Plaza, Birmingham

There remains
an appetite for
development and as
ever the essential
anchor for any leisure
park is the cinema.
n	Leisure property investments have
developed a more mainstream following
due to the attractive yields this sector is
attracting by comparison to retail. Leisure
parks can provide Funds with a quality
income stream, good rental growth
prospects and an attractive lot size.
Arguably the more town centre orientated
sites are more sought after.
n	There remains an appetite for development
and as ever the essential anchor for any
Leisure Park is the cinema. Openings are
being scheduled for Cordwell’s extension
to The Swan Centre, Eastleigh, Land
Securities’ scheme at Westwood Cross
Kent, and CTP’s Altrincham Scheme and
CTP’s The Barracks Stirling.
public houses
n	Following the change in licensing and
planning laws last year, this sector is
gearing up for the smoking ban in 2007.
n	Novus, formerly Urbium following its buy-out
by Electra Partners, is now approaching
40 venues with the latest opening being
in London’s West End for a 480 capacity
venue situated in Upper St Martin’s Lane.
n	Punch Taverns Plc reported strong results
with revenue up 101% to £1.5 Billion and
profit up 21% to £250 million following the
acquisition of Spirit Group in January 2006.

n	Luminar Leisure are in advanced stages of
planning to divest the Entertainment Division
to a new company in which Luminar will
hold a minority interest. Total sales from
continued operations were up 3.8% to
£99.4 million.
n	Hard Rock Café owners Rank continue
to carry out a strategic review which is
expected to lead to a sale.
n	Ultimate Leisure reported an 82.1% drop
in pre-tax profits to £1.5 million for the year
ending 30 June 2006.Whilst Ultimate aimed
to invest £10 million in opening new sites
during the course of the year, only one has
been secured. The Rubin Brothers have
expressed interest in the group, which is
partly attributable to the freehold estate.
n	Sports Café received a number of approaches
during the course of the year, most notably
from Regent Inns. The Group currently
operates eight venues throughout the UK.
n	JD Wetherspoon announced a like-for-like
increase of 2.5% on turnover to £847.5 million,
showing a profit increase of 17% to
£83.6 million. Nine pubs were opened
during the course of the year, with an
intention to open approximately fifteen
outlets during the current financial year.
n	Following its sale to the Charterhouse
Capital Partners, Baracuda continues to
open a number of outlets, which are thought
to be in the order of 15 this year.
n	Inventive Leisure was purchased by Alchemy
partners for £342m in December 2005
and is seeking to grow its estate from
40 to 80 sites.

restaurants
n	AIM listed Prezzo raised an additional
£7.5 million through placing, giving the
73 strong Group capital for further expansion.
n	AIM listed La Tasca Group reported an
increase in turnover of 18.5% to £27 million
with profit before tax of £2.7 million. La Tasca
also operate La Vina and launched a new
concept, Sam & Maxie’s Bar & Grill.
The company has increased its rate of
expansion from 11 to 14 restaurants per year,
with 64 sites expected to be open by the
end of 2006.
n	The Restaurant Group (TRG) opened
32 new restaurants in the year, of which
24 were leisure brands and eight concessions.
Like-for-like sales showed an increase of
3% for the year ending 1 January.
n	The Clapham House Group (CHG) acquired
the Tootsie chain from Novus in May 2006,
adding 30 sites to their estate. 100 potential
locations have been identified for Gourmet
Burger, and a similar list has been drawn up
for the Bombay Bicycle Club.
n	Gondola Holdings who operate 520
restaurants across the UK and whose brands
include Pizza Express, Ask and Zizzi, continue
to increase turnover with like for like sales up
4.1% to £360.5 million and opening 23 new
sites during the course of this financial year.
Continued expansion is anticipated.
n	Tregus Holdings who operate 160 sites
across the UK and whose brands include
Café Rouge, Bella Italia, Ortega, Avvaye
and Oriel, increased turnover by 11.1% to
£130 million with more openings scheduled.
n	Strada, operating around 30 sites,announced
they want to increase representation to
around 200 sites in the UK.
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cinemas

bookmakers

bingo/bowling

n	Following the MBO of Vue Entertainment the
company is looking to advances in digital
technology. The company made operating
profits of £12.1 million on sales of £161 million
for the year ending 25 November 2005,
and further sites are due to open during
the course of next year.

n	The industry will be thrown into some
uncertainty in September 2007 as the
licensing transfers from the Magistrates
Court to the Local Authorities and the long
established demand criteria is erased.

n	Top Ten Holdings announced its halfyear pre tax profits dropped to £900,000
compared to £1.4 million due to the hot
summer and World Cup. The company
acquired Brava Bingo Clubs for £1.85 million
and Empire Bingo Club in Mexborough.
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n	Odeon continues to acquire sites, the most
recent opening being in Medway, Kent and
the acquisition of an ex – Vue cinema in
Basingstoke. The estate extends to 110
cinemas, with further expansion planned
during the course of 2007.
n	Rumours circulate about the future of the
Cineworld chain, where it is thought a deal
has been agreed with Odeon and Vue
sharing 79 cinemas between them. Another
rumour is that the company is looking for
floatation during the course of next year.
n	The Screen Cinema’s Group, operating
7 sites in London, are seeking to find a buyer
and the estate is valued at approximately
£10 million.

n	Coral are the likely bidders for the
Government-owned Tote business.
n	Victor Chandler sold its 41 sites to Coral.
n	Ladbrokes de-merged from their parent
company Hilton.

casinos
n	The battle to run the UK’s only Las Vegas
style super casino is turning into a lottery.
Forty applications from various locations
are lodged and the common consensus is
that it is a close run race between London,
Blackpool and Glasgow.
n	Stanley Leisure, the UK’s market leader,
has agreed a cash offer from Genting
International valuing the company which
operates 45 casinos in the UK at
£639 million.
n	London Casinos International, owners of
Les Ambassadors, has been sold to
American Harrah’s.
n	The Ritz Casino based in the hotel’s
basement reported a loss of nearly £1 million.
n	Gala Group has acquired Liverpool’s
Leo Casino for £14.5 million, making a total
of 31 casinos in its estate.

n	Alchemy Partners’ Buckingham Bingo
purchases Stardust Bingo Club in Corby,
and continues to look at a number of
opportunities.
n	Scottish based Carlton Bingo, operating
18 sites in Scotland, extinguishes its plans
for expansion following the imposition of
a smoking ban. The managing director
confirmed that around 70% of Carlton’s
customers were smokers and the ban had
had a detrimental effect on the business.
n	Hermes Private Equity is in negotiations
for Thomas Holdings, owner and
operator of Beacon Bingo comprising
three clubs in Cricklewood, Northampton
and Loughborough.
n	Ten Pin Bowl seeks to roll out and
expand the brand throughout the
United Kingdom following completion
of their refurbishment plan.
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